COMMUNICATIONS

NETWORK CABLING
AUDIO VISUAL
FIRE & SECURITY
ACCESS CONTROL
CCTV SYSTEMS

STAY CONNECTED
AND PROTECTED
www.2teck.co.uk/communications

Communications, fire and security
services delivered by our in-house
team of engineers, from design
through to commissioning.
And, with our dedicated aftercare service, we
can handle your ongoing planned preventative
maintenance, fault finding and reactive call
outs too, ensuring your systems stay at optimal
performance throughout their lifespan.

SEAMLESS INFORMATION FLOW
Network Cabling
When your people depend on technology
to do their jobs effectively, professionally
installed structured network cabling is
crucial to ensure efficiency, productivity
and minimal frustration.
From the infrastructure design through to
installation, testing and final operational
handover, we specialise in data and voice
structured cabling.

ENGAGE, COLLABORATE
& DELIGHT
Audio Visual
Workspaces are required to fulfil multiple
functions. From facilitating collaboration
with remote teams, to creating inspiring
environments for diverse and
multigenerational workforces.
Looking to creatively convey your company
story to visitors? Uninterrupted video and
audio conferencing crucial to you securing
an international contract? Want to engage
students with the latest interactive
classroom displays? Not a problem for
our knowledgeable engineers.

PROTECT PEOPLE & ASSETS
Fire & Intruder Systems
Offices, schools, distribution centres,
manufacturing facilities… you name it,
all occupied environments need to
ensure fire and security responsibilities
to the buildings’ users are met.
Whether your premises is small or large,
we work to the latest European EN
standards and can advise on the most
suitable fire and intruder alarm systems
to ensure your people, property and
assets are protected 24/7.

MONITOR & MANAGE
BUILDING USERS
Access Control
With ever-evolving security priorities,
building owners need to know who is
onsite at any given time, and employees
want to feel safe in their places of work
– enter access control.
Working with leading manufacturers, such
as Paxton, we install the latest innovative,
integrated systems. This keeps you steps
ahead of the latest threats and delivers
insightful data on building use.

REDUCE CRIME, IMPROVE
EMPLOYEE WELFARE
CCTV
Deterring criminal activity by increasing
the chance of detection, a professionally
installed CCTV system is an excellent way
to enhance the welfare of your people
and keep a watchful eye on your property
and assets.
But, not all CCTV systems are created
equal. We only work with leading
manufacturers to provide high definition
cameras which will capture quality images.

THE TOTAL PACKAGE
With five specialist divisions under the
2Teck roof, we can cover all your M&E
project wants and needs, backed up
with ongoing maintenance, warranties
and support.
Get in touch to find out how else our
complete offering could help.
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Dependable communications, fire and security
systems to drive business performance
CONNECTING MORE
THAN JUST CABLES

PROTECTING MORE
THAN JUST ASSETS

Imagine reliable, easy-to-use technology
enabling seamless communication and
eliminating silos. Imagine reducing staff
frustration and increasing productivity.
Imagine creating memorable experiences
for employees, clients and visitors.

Having fire and security systems in place
shouldn’t be a tick box exercise. Today’s
workplaces have greater demands. Your
staff and visitors want reassurance that
they are safe from both unauthorised
intruders and the risk of fire, and you likely
have valuable property and resources to
safeguard too. Working with the 2Teck
communications team brings these
benefits and so much more.

For two decades, our communications
division has been making this a reality
for organisations across the UK. Building,
supporting and optimising the IT
infrastructure, we are aiding the networks
and connectivity which drives business
performance.

WE WORK TO ONE
AGENDA –YOURS
Whether working in partnership with
fit-out companies or directly with
clients, in new and refurbished
buildings, you’ll often hear our
communications team saying “you’re
the customer, we’ll make it happen”.
We put emphasis on listening to what
you and your organisation needs as an
outcome so we can design the solution
that really will make that a reality.

Picture being confident that your people,
property and assets are well protected.
Enjoy peace of mind knowing that we’re
safeguarding your reputation, by being
on site when expected and delivering the
job as promised. Enjoy the reassurance
that being able to rely on the installed
systems brings, certain that you won’t be
left exposed by unforeseen downtime.
Our clients rest safe in the knowledge
that their needs, and those of the people
who occupy their buildings, have been
reliably and effectively protected by our
communications team.

Working with clients and
manufacturers to form
powerful partnerships

COMMITTED TO QUALITY,
SERVICE AND INNOVATION
If there’s one thing we want to be
remembered for, it’s the quality of our
work. We aim for this to shine through in all
areas, from our uniforms and fleet through
to the products we install and the end
results we deliver for clients.
We must be doing something right, as
leading manufacturers and industry bodies
recognise our commitment to quality in all
aspects of our work. As such, we can offer
manufacturer-backed warranties of up to
25 years, so you can be sure you have the
most resilient and reliable network, fire and
security systems possible.
We’ve also earned a number of industryrelated accreditations that we’re really
proud of, including:

EXPERIENCED IN SERVING
ALL SECTORS
Whatever your environment and project
requirements, our range of communications,
fire and security solutions will benefit
organisations of all sectors, shapes and
sizes. From a small office to a large
warehouse, a manufacturing premises to a
complex multi-site facility, we can scale our
offering to suit your precise needs.
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Put us to work,
we won’t disappoint

“As they’ve demonstrated great
knowledge and their quality
of work is excellent, I can be
hands-off with them knowing
they will deliver on time and to
a high standard. Their whole
approach and understanding
of our requirements addresses
any concerns I may have
early on, especially at a site
where any downtime would be
catastrophic.”

John Jones
Surrey County Council

“Something that is often overlooked by subcontractors is
how they come across on site.
They understand that they
represent me and the Council
- it’s as if 2Teck are wearing
a Portsmouth City Council
t-shirt.”

Anthony Hadley
Portsmouth City Council

“I’ve been let down by other
contractors in the past by
not turning up when they say,
despite multiple emails and
promises. This is frustrating as
I can’t let issues back up, and
it can also reflect badly on
me. I’ve never had this
experience with 2Teck.”

Sue Hortop
The Mead Infant
& Nursery School

We think you’ll like our ways of working,
they’re based on how you like to work too
WE WANT TO DO A GREAT JOB,
SO WE DO IT OURSELVES

PRECISE AND PROMPT,
QUOTATION TO HANDOVER

If you’ve chosen to work with us, it’s
because you trust that we’ll do a great job,
so we won’t then sub your work out to
third parties. We like to keep a close eye
on the quality of any work we put our
name to, monitor our punctuality and
ensure professional behaviour on site, so
all of our engineers are directly employed
by 2Teck.

No one wants creeping timeframes and
unforeseen costs. To avoid this, we ask the
right questions from the outset and take
a consultative approach to ensure we’ve
fully understood your requirements.
Then we provide detailed specifications
and accurate quotations. Simple.

WE’RE COMPLIANT
AND QUALIFIED
We take achieving and maintaining the
highest health and safety standards
seriously. Our RAMS are thorough so
you don’t need to worry about people
coming to harm onsite, being fined or
facing legal penalties.
From our directors to our onsite engineers,
we’re all fully qualified specialists and have
on-the-tools experience. Committed to
ongoing training, we keep pace with
evolving technology and best practice
techniques.

And as for the paperwork, you won’t
have to chase us for specifications,
RAMS, warranties or final testing reports.
All documentation will arrive with you
promptly and thoroughly completed.

WE’RE IN THIS FOR THE
LONG RUN
We’re not in the business of getting a foot
in, getting the job done and getting out.
Our approach means we’ve built up some
great long-standing relationships with
clients, who trust us time and time again.
We’ve been in this business since 2002
and we intend to safeguard our reputation
and continue to build on this heritage by
consistently delivering great work.

WE LOOK THE PART AND
BEHAVE PROFESSIONALLY
We understand that we’re working as an
extension of you, and that your reputation
is on the line if we don’t conduct ourselves
in an appropriate way. We often receive
comments (positive ones) about the
way our engineers present and conduct
themselves on site. Smart, professional
and polite are the three most commonly
used descriptors.
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est. 2002

One company,
five specialist divisions

0845 6439 222
communications@2teck.co.uk
www.2teck.co.uk/communications

2Teck Ltd
Leydene House
Waterberry Drive
Waterlooville
Hampshire
PO7 7XX

